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l.Introduction
Resonant-tunneling-diode (RTD) quantum devi ces have
attracted considerable attention as promising devices for future ultrahigh-speed and low-dissipation applications. In addition to these merits, SiGe RTDs have also been focused for
their potential feasibility of being integrated with Si CMOS
circuits [1]. However, only RTDs made from Itr-V materials
have been applied in practice to logic circuits because of
their much I arger negative-di fferenti al -resi stance (NDR) resonances than those of SiGe RTDs. The degree of the NDR
effect is determined using the peak-to-valley current ratio
(PVR) as a figure of merit, and for Itr-V RTDs, PVR values
of more than 50 are obtained at room temperature @T) [2].
For quanfum devices to be useful, they must operate at RT

tll

As for SiGe RTDs, RTD structures have been designed
mainly for hole tunneling, since large valence band offsets
are easily obtained. A double-barrier (DB) and a triple-barrier (TB) structure have been applied to these RTDs; however,
they exhibit poor temperature performance with a PVR value
of approximately 2 at temperaflrres of ( 77 K andthe NDR
has not been observed at RT due to thermally assisted tunneling through closely space-d light-hole and heavy-hole levels
[3]. On the other hand, Ismail et al. observed for the first
time an electon-tunnelingNDR at RT [4]. All reported electron-tunneling RTDs have a double-banier @B) structure
and the highest PVR value has been 2, which was measured
at 4.2 K [5] On the basis of our theoretical analysis, we have
recently applied for the first time a combination of electron
tunneling with a single mass and multiple wells to a SiGe
RTD, and have demonstrated that an electron-tunneling
Sio'Geo./Si triple-barrier (TB) RTD exhibits a PVR value of
> 7.6 at RT [6] which is - 4 times as high as the previously
reported highest value of 2 measured at 4.2K[5].
In this paper, to further improve the NDR characteristics,
we optimize the layer structure and growth method for the
TB RTD and propose the use of an annealed thin stepwise
Sit*Ge" multilayer as a strain-relief relaxed buffer on which
the TB structure is grown. As a result, an electron-tunneling
SiooGeogg/Si TB RTD formed using the annealed thin doublelayer buffer exhibits a PVR value of > 180 at RT which is
comparable to the values obtained from III-V RTDs.

3. Results and l)iscussion
First, we investigated the relationship between the lattice
spacing and the growth thickness for a single SiorsGegr, layer
grown on Si(001), and the anneal effects on the lattice spacing and the relaxation. The results are shown in Fig. t. Single
Sio.rrGeo, layers of 7300 and 3700 n thicknesses are relaxed
by 75 and 66 o1o, respectively. The postanneal causes further

lattice relaxation. In Fig. 2, the lattice spacing, relaxation degree
and surface crystalline qualrty are compared between single
Sio.,rcgo.r, (#l) and Siou,Ggo.,, (#2) layers, and Si'u,Geo,,-on-Sio.,oGe',,
double layers (#3 - #7). These layers were grown on Si(001). The
data were taken for as-grown samples (#l-#6) and after a postanneal
at 700 'C for 10 min (#7). A single Sio.,,Geo,, layer of 1200 A thickness (#2), the thickness of which is larger than thq Sio,,Geo.,, critical
thickness of misfit dislocation generation (- 400 A) t8l exhibits 89
Yo rclaxed surface; however, the surface has very poor crystalline
quality as shown in-Fig. 2. Onthe other hand, using a 1200-ASio.u,Geo,,-on-3700-A-Sio.,Geo,, double layer (#3), the top layer is relaxed by 94 o/o and the crystalhne qualrty of the top surface is considerably irnproved; however, there are still many dislocation defects observable in the lFM image. When the^top layer thickness is
reduced to 600 A (goo-A-sio u,Geo,,,-on-3700-A-Sio.,Geo.,, (#5)), the
crystalline quality of the top surface (relaxed by 89 %) is improved;
however, many defects are still observed. When the lower layer
thickness is reduced to 1200 A (tZOO-A-Sio.,,Ge',,-on-1200-ASio.,,Ge',, (#4)), the number of the top surface defects becomes larger than that of the #3 sample. The increase is explained by the increase in the lattice misrnatch from 0.8 to 1.2 o4 between the two
grolvtb layers. When the thicknesses of both the layers are reduced
(600-A-Si..u,Geo.,-on- I 200-A-Si,,Ge,.,, (#6)), the surface quality is
much considerably improved with little defects; however, the top
swface relaxation rate decreases to 74%. However, by annealing
the #6 sample, highly-relaxed Sin,,Geo.,, (> 89%) surface having
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2. Experimental
Si and Si'*Ge* layers were grown on 0.8-1.2 O-cm n-type
Si(001) substrates using a gas-source molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) techniques with Gelt and Sirll. All layers were
grown under a substrate temperafure of 600 "C. For electron
tunneling, the type II band configuration is used and a well is
created using the structure of tensile-strained Si well sandwiched between unstrained Si,-*Ge* barriers. To obtain the
unstrained Si'-.Ge* layer, a strain-relief relaxed buffer is
formed on a Si(001) substrate. When x ) 0.3, a banier height
of >0.18 eV is obtained according to the calculation using the
deformation potential model t6,7l.In this work, we have
studied of the formation of a strain-relief relaxed Si,*Ge*
buffer with a high crystalline quality surface where x > 0.3.
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Fig. 1 Lattice spacings obtained from as-grown

Sio.rGeo.r,

ers grown on Si(001) and after annealing Sio,,Geo,, layers
grown on Si(001).
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Fig. 4 A typical l-Vcurve obtained at room temperature
from a Sio.",Georr/Si asymmetric triple-barrier RTD formed
using the annealed thin double-layer buffer. The data
shows a PVR value as highas - 180 which is comparable
tothe values obtained from III-V RTDs.
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Fig. 2 The lattice spacing (reloration degree) and surface crystalline quality (SEM image) are compared between single
Sio.oce.,, (#1) and St,,Geo.,,(#2) layers, and Sio..,Geq*-ollSio.,,ceo.,, double layers (#3 - #7). These layers were grown on
Si(001). The data were taken for the as-grown samples (#I-#6)
and after a postanneal at 700 'C for 10 min (#7).
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RT is shown in Fig. 4. The PVR value is as high as > 180 which
is - 100 times as high as those reported by other researchers
and comparable to those obtained from III-V RTDs.
4. Conclusions
we have further optimized the layer strucflre and growttr
method for our previously proposed electron-tunneling
Si'*Gq TB RTD device and have proposed the use of an annealed thin stepwise Sir*Ge* multilayer as a sffain-relief relaxed buffer on which the TB structure is grown. By annealing a thin 600-A Sio.orG€0.* | l2O0-A Sio.rdq, douSle layer,
we have obtained a strain-relief SiorGeon bufferwhich is rela"xed by 89 o/o and has a surface with high crystalline quality.

fui electron-tunneling asymmetric Si0.67G€0r/Si TB RTD
formed using this buffer exhibits a low background current
and a PVR value ofZ 180 at RT which is 100 times as high
as those reported by other researchers and is comparable to
the values of Itr-V RTDs. The high P\lR behavior is explained as being related to the strain-relief relaxed buffer surface with high crystalline quality and low dislocation and defect density. The proposed RTD layer structure and growth
method give rise to great potential to SiGe RTDs for future
practical integrated device applications.
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doublejayer buffer with high surface crystalline
quality to electron-tunneling SiorrGeor/Si TB RitD. For this
RTD, we designed the asymmetric TB structure to cause the
resonance tunneling effectively on the basis of the theoretical
I-V qtwe calculation. The structure of this RTD is shown in
Fig. 3 and the experimentally obtained I-V curve measured at
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